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Abstract: The main aim of this study is to describe how multimedia technology can be employed within an interdiscipli-
nary context. This generates investigation /presentation tools for complex research-level content. The Contraction-Flows 
multimedia system (MMS) focuses on rheological studies. It involves planar and axisymmetric data, for four different 
geometries, and five model-viscoelastic fluids, across the maximum obtainable ranges of fluid-elasticity. Overall, optimal 
processing windows are sought, across material systems, process design and operating conditions, through simulation and 
visualisation. This is brought together and exemplified under the present MMS. Principal aspects of this integrated data-
evaluation implementation include: “user-defined data categorisation and presentation”, “effortless navigation”, “com-
parison across multiple modes” and “direct access to inter-related data, on-demand”. Factors that have enabled the 
straightforward implementation include, the uniformity of data and the extensive use of object-technology to minimise 
re-programming requirements. As a consequence, these factors did not impose additional time-development constraints, 
when taking under account the increased complexity of implementation. 
Keywords: multimedia, organisation-graph, data-oriented interface, investigation-tool 

1 INTRODUCTION, MMS AND DATA 
Multimedia standards, frameworks and models are already well-established for educational and generalised presentations. 
However, the situation is much less advanced for systems with highly-demanding scientific/research- and/or industrial-
content, a typical case under the present case-study. Presenting the particular data-requirements may allow scientists with 
similar presentation difficulties to identify their particular needs, and possibly utilise the additional interaction capabili-
ties demonstrated by the multimedia investigation environment presented in this paper. From this perspective, the results 
of the current research apply both to rheologists and scientists from diverse research fields.  

The rheological data in question reveal multifaceted presentation requirements: the interface should reflect industrial in-
terest, through geometry and fluid variation. Hierarchical data-access must enable direct-linking between interrelated 
data-sections, while non-hierarchical data-access should also be provided, allowing for user-driven data-interrogation on-
the-fly. In addition, two distinct interactive-modes should co-exist: static and animated, while comparative data may be 
superimposed, on-demand.  

At the user-interaction level, the industrial MMS is destined to be used as a tool for presentation and data-investigation. 
Various levels of interaction should be supported, from random walks and comparisons across the data-domain, to other 
forms of walkthroughs according to particular presentation requirements which may change at execution-time. In this 
respect, current/commercial presentation applications have been found lacking. They rarely offer cross-platform com-
patibility, provide limited programmability, are restrictive on data-interaction, and only support static WWW-delivery. 
Hence, a substantive goal has been to deliver comprehensive multimedia-system functionality, both as a stand-alone sys-
tem and over the Internet, via a single, multi-purpose implementation. Here, the development of a graph-based multime-
dia application is described, complete with an interactive user-interface. It accommodates state-of-the-art data from CFD 
simulations for complex fluids. Interactive user-driven interrogation permits thorough investigation of the data-set. A 
walkthrough of the data-domain describes the complexity invoked and demonstrates integration of various presentation-
styles (dynamic, static and combined). Contraction-Flows occur widely in the industrial context, in processes such as 
extrusion, injection moulding and coating. These arise in the polymer and food-processing industries. Under contraction-
flows, the multimedia system (MMS) [44] is designed to accommodate the dynamically expanding needs of an on-going 
research study. Use of multimedia environments (MME) is frequently encountered in the development of courseware, 
game-applications, as well as in case-specific systems. Research is outlined, covering general multi-media studies ([7], 
[16], [19]); educational multi-media (courseware) ([2], [13], [22], [34]); hypermedia ([21], [23]); educational hypermedia 
(courseware) ([25], [27], [38]); networked hypermedia [10]; hypermedia with industrial data [9]; medicine ([8], [33]); 
biology [11]; engineering ([5], [14]); databases [3]; museum galleries [12]; and interactive tourist guides [29].   



Typically, scientific-level research is delivered through propriety presentation software such as PowerPoint, or StarOffice 
(PPT), imposing a linear presentation-order by default.  In contrast, use of multimedia development-platforms offers 
various advantages. These include: effortless inclusion of various content-types; access to external (possibly distributed) 
content and databases; high-level scripting; development of modern user-interfaces; case-based interaction through the 
Scientific Interactive Multimedia Model/Framework – SIMM/SIMF) [38]; content-delivery over various media through 
the use of client-server architectures and SHOCKWAVE [42].  

When considering the current subject-matter of Rheological Science, we observe that the topic of data-presentations is 
generally underdeveloped. Commonly, systems introduced to present complex research-data, include coupled solu-
tion/visualisation implementations [6], World-Wide-Web CFD-galleries [35], implementations that rely on artificial in-
telligence to detect data-patterns [32] and multi-media implementations with database dependencies (in some instances 
relating to fluids) [18]. In the present study, it is demonstrated that organising and presenting complex data-sets, using 
existing tools, frameworks and models, may become problematic, impairing system-flexibility and adaptability. Solutions 
to such deficiencies are proposed, including the introduction of case-based content-organisation, interaction and presenta-
tion of UI-structures, and underlying organisation, that supports user-driven content-interrogation [43]. Furthermore, 
data-control and programming through scripting, allow implementation flexibility for operations, which are unsupported 
by default (such as accessing distributed data). 

This particular simulation study [1] has generated a plethora of animated and static data. These results are visualised in a 
variety of formats: as animated streams using Motion-Blur visualisation [Figure 4] and animation algorithms, or plotted 
as static contour images indicating specific solution features, such as vortex shape [Figure 5]. These basic visualisation 
components are assembled and organised into valid combinations within the MMS. Furthermore, various other rheologi-
cal data, relating to fluid/flow properties, or numerical discretisation information, may be retrievable upon user request 
[Figure 6]. 

To realise these features, the MMS utilises advanced software data-access methods [38], avoiding (but not restricting) 
possible hardware improvements [36]. These prove extremely valuable, when considering the complexity and use of the 
case-study. Separate data-instances contained within presentation frames are organised, into a network (graph) of nodes, 
equipped with associated interrelationships between the nodes [43]. Valid inter-data combinations (for single geometries, 
pairs or groups; or likewise, fluids) are made available on-demand. As shown in Figure 1, for any model-instance or valid 
model-combination, all five fluid-choices are accessible, both in animated (Motion-Blur) or static system-modes (stream-
lines). Hence, the dual interface aspects of the system are exposed: traditional static-form, and more novel animated 
form. This process facilitates data evaluation, without manual re-organisation, and enables the identification of flow 
characteristics to emerge naturally, through parameter-adjustment (now automated). The converse scenario, linking sin-
gle or combined fluids to all geometry-options, is supported in a consistent fashion. 

 
 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

 

In contrast to typical MM implementations, some unique characteristics are introduced in this case-study. The first is 
related to the large volume of data sets introduced. These may expand dynamically, introducing fresh research aspects. 
This requires an open, object-oriented MMS design, and expandable underlying graph-based organisation structures [26]. 
In examples cited in the literature ([37], [39], [41]), and commercial presentation-applications (PPT), tree sub-structures 
are created to accommodate fresh data. This normally introduces torturous search paths to locate specific data, where the 
user may have to navigate through a hierarchical set of options, to locate the required information (similar to WWW-
navigation). The current MMS approach avoids this aspect, by linking graphs together to form a super-graph [Figure 2]. 



To the end-user, this corresponds to a single, constantly visible, dynamically-adjusting, multi-menu representation [Fig-
ure 4 top] of the underlying graph. The resultant multi-menu consists of different units, multiply-linked together. For 
example, a unit contains all single-fluid models (Figure 2 top shows two graph-units, geometries top-left and model-
fluids top right). A higher-order unit (centre, original graphs indicated as A and B and linked via a double-link indicating 
dense connectivity) contains the combined model/fluid structure, under an integrated structure. The units are combined 
into larger, more complicated multi-graphs, so that both graphs are active within a single frame, concurrently [Figure 2, 
top geometry and model icons]. This organisation allows for menu-expansion, upon introduction of new data, adopting a 
customised manner. Access to such data is provided in a minimum number of steps. 

A further characteristic is related to internal data-organisation. The main requirement is to present the data as individual 
units (single model-fluid, for a single-geometry choice). Additional, valid combinations must also be accessed (combina-
tions of two or all fluids, for a single-geometry; combination of two or all geometries, for a single-fluid). This, when im-
plemented within propriety software, would require manual data-organisation into specific combinations: an exponen-
tially explosive, time-consuming task, to cover all combinations. Presentation of the combinations in sequence (main, 
interaction-mode) is again a complex task. Even with a main-menu organisation (say in .PPT style), backtracking through 
the menu is necessary to access non-consecutive combinations. Within the MMS, all valid combinations are generated 
and linked dynamically through the interface, upon request. Parameter adjustment is user-driven. This enables direct 
data-accessibility, with single option-selection, for change of geometry and/or fluid, or in worst-case scenario, using a 
two-stage selection (for a new geometry and a new model fluid). Hence, the MMS is programmed to recognise current 
selection and adjusts the multi-menu to link only to related data. This process is transparent to the user, being masked 
behind the uniform interface. A third characteristic is concurrent presentation of different data-types on demand. These 
are selected from a palette of options; the end process consists of two stages. The first stage is to plot the additional data 
in combination with the animated data stream, within the same frame. If more detail is required, an additional mode is 
provided, in slide sorter form, utilising thumbnail slides. Therefore, data can be presented comparatively to enhance as-
simulation of flow and rheological response, or separately, in a more detailed-manner. A fourth, and final, characteristic 
is the need for different presentation sections, classified under different priority levels, but that may be raised or lowered 
as desired. This is achieved via graphs specifying interaction rules, to allow customised system-response on user-choice. 

2 DATA INTEGRATION FROM PPT TO MMS 
Original data-instances were organised into two PPT files: one for sharp- and another for rounded-corner data, both com-
paring planar against axisymmetric configurations. Although there may be merit in providing cross-case comparisons for 
axisymmetric or planar, for sharp and rounded-corner comparisons, this would require additional content re-organisation 
and duplication, with traditional presentation methods. In MMS, this is avoided, by providing direct, user-driven linking 
across cases.  

Interface techniques used for this MMS, follow widely accepted commercial application standards. Conventions used 
with modern user-interfaces [31], are utilised to indicate active options, and current-selection. In addition, the MMS util-
ises multiple interactive-modes, such as slide-sorter mode for general slides (with selectable iconised slides), full-screen 
mode for animations, and windowed-mode for static-slides. In addition, offering comparative-mode for simultaneous 
presentation of MB animations under user-driven scenarios. These implementations encourage best practice in develop-
ment, to use optimal techniques for convenient data-organisation and presentation. They lead to effective data-
interaction, in a more informative and direct manner to the user.  

Typical user requirement is immediate data-access and comparison across fluid/geometry combinations. Direct access 
transition between fluid-type was demanded (in a single-step), through menu-options, without having to reselect the ge-
ometry. The same applies for switch in geometry at fixed-model. A fully-linked multi-menu had to be devised, to allow 
for direct model and/or geometry selection. When switching between model or geometry-option, the menu keeps track of 
previous user-selection. It adjusts the slide according to current-selection and link-availability for that choice. 

Having specified interaction requirements, data-transfer issues arise. Transferring the data from PPT to MMS is a 
straightforward automated process, where individual PPT slides are converted to JPEG or PICT image format, prior to 
inclusion in the MM-database. Alternatively, a PPT file may be automatically converted into an MMS, using appropriate 
procedures provided within the MME. Currently, this technique is not utilised, as it is non-optimal, resulting in MMS-
overload. Other streamed-data (animation and sound) are imported from their original locations. Dynamic frame-creation 
implies non-duplication, a characteristic that minimises use of computer-memory (RAM). Multiple menus are imple-
mented, again whilst minimising memory use and avoiding bandwidth bottlenecks. Figure 3 displays a screen-shot of a 
database-like cast-member structure, that holds the MM data-instances. 

Large data-sets introduce content-integration, organisation and access development exertions. This case-study is of par-
ticular interest, due to the dense complexity between the large volumes of uniform data. The animation results alone gen-
erate a 2 x 2 x 5 = 20 = n20 tree, consisting of twenty leaf-nodes, with each leaf ‘ni’, a single geometry-fluid combination. 
Data-interaction is employed in multiple modes. Static line-contour plots are available for the same combinations as MB 
animations, accessible in static format using the ψ-interface option. This is located alongside the model- or combination-
of-geometries icon. Other plots or tables, relating to the above streams, may be accessed in a localised manner, within 
each MB section. Examples of such plots are those describing rheological properties for each fluid under consideration. 



Such data may be displayed in static-mode, or concurrently, with animated data. Customisation of the environment is 
essential, so that maximum presentation benefit is derived. Interface customisation is highly useful, and the MMS-
approach allows for use of rapid prototyping techniques, reducing developmental complexity. 

 
Figure 3 

 

3 MMS INTERFACE APPROACH 
We proceed to describe how different data-combinations and types are presented within the MMS. 

Overview of interface structure 
MMS interface structure does not suffer from typical interaction inconsistencies, as procedure and precedence rules are 
set ahead of implementation. An object-oriented approach enabled the development in blocks, where link completeness 
was of primary concern. As priority of certain data changed, interface adjustment was made. Certain data may take 
precedence over others. Hence, interface changes were demanded and applied over the whole data-set, to preserve MMS-
consistency. Interface consistency may be viewed, by examining the MM-status within the cast-score. Clear sections may 
be identified that reflect similarity. Tags inform the user of the data presented within each frame. The modular approach 
adopted, through multi-menu structures, has enabled direct and consistent (link-relationship) updates for separate sec-
tions. 

The introductory section contains a link to an overview presentation for computational rheology [40]. This material was 
originally organised into three separate PPT files, linked sequentially. Within the MME, enhanced presentation-mode is 
achieved. All slides are integrated into a single environment, simultaneously combining slide-sorter and show modes. 
This permits flexibility to return to a specific slide, without use of links or sequential searches. The information is parti-
tioned into three slide-sorter sections (emulating PPT). Each section can access any other, via button-icon selection. 

Multiple interaction-modes 
Presenting the animated flow-field data individually allows the audience to focus on the development of flow-structures 
and vortex-patterns for a specific model and geometry with increasing Weissenberg numbers. This comparative, ani-
mated presentation-mode is novel in comparison to that offered through PPT, where static-slides are standard and crude 
animation-interaction is provided. Individual streamline images, across Weissenberg number settings, are contrasted 
alongside each other. For large numbers of images fresh frames must be included. The MMS circumvents this issue via 
animation over numerous Weissenberg number steady-states within a single MM-frame. The MME enables pairwise- or 
comparative-presentations, across different models or geometries, drawing upon animation-resizing algorithms. Hence, 
direct comparison is realised. Most valid combinations are supported, through direct-access. The multi-menu comprises 
of block-icons (model-fluid, geometry-options and streamline combinations) and arrow-icons (combinations between 
fluid-models or geometry-options. 

An extended mode of presentation for slides has been employed for the integration of PPT-type information within the 
MMS. This enables direct data-access in an ordered, or user-defined fashion. This mode enables identification of current 
slide-selection, using slide-sorter menu-choice. Multi-media streams may be included within this setting, to provide addi-
tional on-demand pre-recorded information, in relation to particular MMS-frame content. This mode is integrated into the 
MMS, through the multi-menu construct. Again, interaction is implemented using thumbnails and bounding-box current-
selection indicators. Advanced interaction is implemented within most images whereupon selection returns the user to 
combined, static/animated MB-mode. 

Summary-combinations are provided for all-model animations and a specific geometry. This enables the user to identify 
differences in vortex development across the five models. The relative positioning of the animated sequences follows the 
graphical menu. Similar functionality is supported for all-geometries and a single model. 



4 THE CONTRACTION-FLOW DATA 
A brief walkthrough the vast data-domain is presented, complete with explanatory comments for the contents of each 
frame, while interaction (parameter-adjustment/navigation) through the user-interface is exposed. Four-to-one contrac-
tion-flows are considered with sharp and rounded corners (2-options), in planar and axi-symmetric (2-cases) geometrical 
configurations, simulated for all five model-fluids. Each fluid-model instance was simulated over the maximum obtain-
able elasticity range (Weissenberg number setting, denoted ‘We’) and flow context is taken as slow-flow (creeping). 
“LPTT” implies linear and “EPTT” is used to denote exponential Phan-Thien/Tanner models (PTT), whilst “OLD-B” 
implies Oldroyd-B model. 
 
Comparison between results was initially realised in static form, by grouping streamline plots within PPT slides with 
appropriate headings. These data are included within the MMS under streamline mode, concurrent to Motion-Blur or-
ganisation level [Figure 5]. Within MME, comparative and synchronous presentation of the animated results required 
synchronisation control over data-streams ([4], [20], [28]). Multiple modes of presentation were demanded, to facilitate 
geometry and model comparisons, as well as single model views. A still further summary combination is proffered: all 
models/ single-geometry [Figure 16] or all geometries/ single-model visualised within the same frame [Figure 17]. To 
illustrate link-complexity one may observe that, for a p-model graph and a k-geometry graph, the number of possible 
link-options is: {single-geometry ∀k | single-model, pairwise-models, ∀p-models} and the converse for p-models, less 

any duplicates. Hence, the total number of links is 
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implementation, it is reasonable to dispense with the two cross-links (diagonal) from the k-geometry graph (k=4); leaving 
four active links. Likewise, two cross-links are discarded from the p-model graph (p=5); leaving eight active links re-
tained. This accounts for all single model-geometry combinations, and ∀ models/single-geometry, and ∀ geome-
try/single-model. The single-model/single-geometry links are p*k=n (so, 5×4 here). Introduction of active pairwise-
combinators realises 4p-geometry and 8k-model links (p=5, k=4). Summary combinators append k-model and p-
geometry additional options. Clearly, the number of links is combinatorial, and potentially explosive for larger graphs. 
Minimal combinations are sought by identifying invalid comparisons. For geometrical comparisons, results can be com-
bined across planar or axisymmetric cases, or across sharp- and rounded-corners. In model-comparison mode, compari-
sons are valid against model-type (linear or exponential), or against different rheological character. In addition, each 
model may be compared against the (ε  = 0.02 or ε  = 0.25) base-case of Oldroyd-B (ε  =0), used as a benchmark within 
the study. This significantly reduces the number of options and links to be programmed. 

  

Figure 4 Figure 5 

 

4.1 Green cruise-control navigation path 
At the starting point for the MMS, a number of button-links are provided, including a historical review on Contraction-
Flows and an animation, welcoming sequence, complete with music. Cycling ‘green’ and ‘red’ selectors over geometry 
and model-graphs, respectively, indicate active menu-options. The presentation is separated into two main sections; sub-
ject to multi-graph user-selection, precedence is allocated to either geometry- or model-option graphs. At any stage, one 
may switch to the alternative graph, at will, allowing direct-access through its associated multi-menu. 

This is a multi-media case-study that summarises some of our recent developments on Contraction-Flows. Menus pro-
vided for geometry/fluid variants are graphs, and interactive interrogation of the data is stimulated via combinations of 
animation and static modes [Figure 4]. Through these menus, one can select different geometries from the k-geometry 
graph on the left: Planar on top, sharp- and rounded-corner axisymmetric at bottom, sharp- and rounded-corner. On the 
right, different viscoelastic model-fluids can be accessed through the p-model graph: Oldroyd-B at the centre, with a con-



stant viscosity, and four shear-thinning Phan-Thien/Tanner (PTT) models, with distinct extensional viscosity behaviours. 
This particular tour focuses on three topics: stress boundary-layers, solution asymptotics and flow structure. 

One particular option to navigate through the study-data is to follow the green ‘cruise-control’ path mechanism (CC). 
This enables the user to tour through selected frames, with voiceover (VO) streams. The tour commences with a brief 
outline of the numerical approximations used and governing flow equations. Accompanying verbal description is pro-
vided in a VO stream. All simulations are performed with a hybrid finite element/finite volume method, discussed in 
Figure 6, [CC.2], representing one of eight static slides from the lower-screen slide-sorter. Of proven second-order accu-
racy, this scheme may be applied on structured or unstructured triangular meshes. Spatial discretisation is based on finite 
element-triangles, with four embedded finite volume sub-triangles. In addition, if a single node l is isolated, one may con-
sider all finite volume cells surrounding it. A unique non-overlapping sub-area around this node l may be identified, 
‘Median-Dual-Cell’, by connecting the mid-side nodes and the centroids of the different finite volume cells. FV-
triangular cells with one and two-inflow sides are represented. The classical governing equations, for non-Newtonian, 
isothermal, incompressible flows are classified at a third tour point (separate slide).  

Access to subsequent slides (from the sorter) is permitted either using the CC-icon, or via direct selection of the appro-
priate iconised option. The finite volume stress nodal update [see Figure 7, CC.4] used in these complex flows combines 
a Fluctuation Distribution contribution (on the fv-triangles T) with a Median-Dual-Cell contribution. These are applied 
consistently on both flux and source terms, RT and QT. The standard fv-approach (top-of-slide) lacks consistency, and is 
inappropriate in the complex flows of interest. These combine shear and extension, along with complex, solution-
dependent source terms. 

Further CC-activation accesses the dynamic MB-section, combined with underlying static stress contour-plot slides. 
First, the flow of a constant viscosity Oldroyd-B model, in a planar, rounded-corner geometry is considered [Figure 8, 
CC.5]. These selections are highlighted, via red colour-shading on corresponding graphical menu-options. The flow-field 
is presented in animated MB-form, a space-filling visualisation technique, with Gaussian-blurring upon the pointwise, 
velocity-vector field. Animation conveys the impression of fluid motion. Within the MB-images, the strength of flow is 
indicated through colour variation, with red representing large velocity values, and blue, lesser ones. The animation re-
cords a series of steady-state solutions through increasing Weissenberg number. Three static slides are imposed below, 
displaying stress contour plots for τxx, τxy and τyy;. (first two slides from left), and τxx with mesh refinement (last slide on 
right), for the Oldroyd-B model fluid and rounded geometry. Numerical convergence to steady-state at each We-level is 
established with mesh refinement. As the Weissenberg number is increased beyond unity, vortex inhibition is in evidence 
in this planar flow. Here, a critical Weissenberg number of 4.4 is reached. 

  
Figure 6, CC.2 Figure 7, CC.4 

User selection of underlying static slides triggers display of a zoomed-in version, within a slide-sorter. In this type of 
flow, stress boundary-layers are known to develop on the downstream wall, as Weissenberg number increases. Trends in 
the major stress fields of We=2.0 and 4.4, illustrate these boundary-layers [Figure 9, CC.6], through contours of τxx nor-
mal-stress (upper-images), and τxy shear stress (lower-images). The presence of steep, stress boundary-layers beyond 
We=2, is clearly evident, on the right of the screen-shot. Further data-interrogation is enabled by accessing stress-
profiles, zooming in further to the area of interest. When τxx-stress profiles are studied, at successive stations along the 
downstream wall, starting from the end of the rounding [see Figure 10, CC.7], build-up of the boundary-layer structure 
can be observed, as values of We-parameter pass beyond We=2. As the Weissenberg number increases, the layer clearly 
thins, and its length extends downstream. This is indicated by the arrows upon the station-profiles of the image. Cross-
stream stress gradient is used, to estimate the length and width of the boundary-layer for each specific Weissenberg num-
ber data-set. The simulation results follow the analytical predictions reasonably well, with linear variation in boundary-
layer length against Weissenberg number. 



 

  
Figure 8, CC.5 Figure 9, CC.6 
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Figure 12, CC.11 

 

Velocity and stress profiles are investigated within the contraction-region, along the downstream wall. We commence 
with trends in solution asymptotics, approaching the intersecting point between the end of the rounding, and the begin-
ning of the downstream wall, in a polar-coordinate system. All plots are presented on a log-log scale. Velocity compo-
nents vanish continuously with mesh refinement (not shown), as one approaches the reference point. As for stress com-
ponents, these are continuous as r tends to zero, except in τrr, which corresponds to the major-stress τxx, Figure 11, 



[CC.10]. Singular solution behaviour is indicated at this isolated point. The negative slope is about half that experienced 
in the sharp-corner instance (0.346 versus 2/3). This is illustrated, in zoomed form, at CC.11 in Figure 12. Here, τxx-
profiles are plotted along the downstream wall, through the contraction, contrasting rounded-corner (right-of-image) 
against sharp-corner (left-of-image) [Figure 12, CC.11]. One may observe solution convergence, with mesh refinement 
(mi-labels) for the rounded-corner geometry. On the contrary, stress-peaks become significantly larger upon mesh re-
finement in the sharp-corner instance. Note, discontinuity capturing has been employed in the simulation for sharp-corner 
solutions, so that the singular nature of the corner solution is incorporated, without polluting that computed elsewhere. 

The above section demonstrates how different types of diagnostic information may be combined under slide-sorters. 
These may be related directly to dynamic (animated) sections via links, one example being the “Zoom-Out” option of 
Figure 12, [CC.11], which accesses the “OLD-B” animation. This functionality is preferred to linear slide-presentation. It 
permits effortless navigation and reduces user-disorientation. 

Passing to dynamic data-investigation, it is informative to contrast fluid/geometry configurations, to evaluate how such 
variation factors affect these flows. Another issue of interest is to contrast flow structure under variation of rheology. We 
have already seen that, in a planar flow, the constant-viscosity Oldroyd-B fluid exhibits vortex inhibition with increasing 
Weissenberg number. Next, remaining in planar, rounded-corner flow (single-geometry), we pass to pairwise-model 
animation comparison, [Figure 13, CC.13]: a constant viscosity fluid (bottom-image), is contrasted against a shear-
thinning fluid with an extravagant extensional viscosity (top-image). At the early We-stages in these animations, through 
a series of steady-state Weissenberg number increases, both fluids exhibit vortex reduction. As We increases beyond 5, 
the shear-thinning fluid shows significant vortex enhancement. This is observed in limiting-We final frame images of 
Figure 13. Note, the fingering towards the corner, and the convex-shape of the vortex in the upper We=30 image. This 
pattern is typical of experimental observations for polymer solutions, as reported in the literature [40]. 

  
Figure 13, CC.13 Figure 14, CC.14 

 

Now, still considering planar flows, two shear-thinning fluids with similar properties are investigated. In this case, the 
two fluids can achieve high Trouton ratios, with extravagant extensional viscosities [see We-limiting frames of Figure 
14, CC.14]. As We increases, significant vortex enhancement is observed for both fluids. Also, the emergence of differ-
ent vortex curvatures patterns is noted: a concave-shape for the LPTT-model (top-image, sustained-hardening model), 
and a convex-shape for the EPTT (bottom-image, strain-hardening/softening model). Such large convex-shaped vortices 
have been observed experimentally for polymer solutions in planar flows. Note, the critical levels of Weissenberg num-
ber achieved of 24 and 30, significantly larger than that for Oldroyd-B models (with unconstrained extensional viscosity). 

We display in Figure 15, [CC.15] the situation when Trouton ratio levels are reduced by a factor of ten, whilst still con-
trasting fluids with similar shear-thinning properties. In the top-animation, the fluid possesses a sustained-hardening ex-
tensional viscosity, and vortex enhancement is evident as We increases. In contrast, in the animation below, the fluid 
strain-softens (with hardly any strain-hardening), vortex reduction becomes clearly apparent beyond a Weissenberg num-
ber of 30 (asymptoting to Newtonian response). Such vortex inhibition is typical of linear-branched polymer melts. 
Moreover, the reduction in Trouton ratio levels coincides with a doubling of the maximum We, reached with the LPTT-
model. We of 100 is not limiting with the EPTT-model. 

We summarise, bringing this information together in planar flow patterns for all five model-fluids [Figure 16, CC.16]. 
One notes the following key features: starting from Oldroyd patterns to the centre (display/graph menu) and moving up-
wards for parameter ε=0.02, implies larger strain-hardening levels. Moving downwards for ε=0.25, reduces hardening 
levels. The linear models (to-the-left) only strain-harden, without displaying any strain-softening, whilst exponential 
models (on-the-right) may also strain-soften. The particular maximal levels of Wecrit attained, both relatively and in con-



trast, are displayed at the end of each animation per case. Corresponding vortex patterns with increasing We are demon-
strated comparatively. 

  

Figure 15, CC.15 Figure 16, CC.16 

 

  

Figure 17, CC.17 Figure 18, CC.18 

 

Subsequently, the tour addresses the issue of geometric switch, from planar to adopt axisymmetric flows. To contrast 
such flows, we retain the same characteristic exit shear-rate, as this provides a basis for equitable comparison in Weis-
senberg number. In animated-mode, flows in rounded-corner geometries with Oldroyd-B fluid are compared [Figure 17, 
CC.17]. The planar flow corresponds to the upper-image, the axisymmetric to the lower-image. For the constant-viscosity 
Oldroyd-B fluid, the vortex is suppressed with increasing We in the planar situation. On the contrary, vortex enhance-
ment emerges, as illustrated in the axisymmetric counterpart. 

For the same two geometry choices, but with an EPTT(ε=0.02) fluid - so one that is shear-thinning, yet can achieve high 
Trouton ratios, vortex enhancement is observed in both flows situation, as Weissenberg number increases [Figure 18, 
CC.18]. At equitable We-levels, the axisymmetric vortex pattern is significantly larger than that in planar flows, demon-
strated clearly at the larger We-value of 30. 

For a single model (Oldroyd-B), a summary-frame may be displayed for all four geometry-variants [Figure 19, CC.19]. 
In axisymmetric geometries (sharp- and rounded-corner, two bottom-images) vortex enhancement is evident. In planar 
instances (two top-images): we see vortex inhibition. Only the sharp-corner contraction exhibits a lip-vortex, which is 
amplified beyond We > 2. 

In [Figure 20, CC.20] for sharp-corner planar flow (single-geometry): we summarise the position over all five separate 
models. Only Oldroyd-B and PTT (ε=0.02) models stimulate lip-vortices at re-entrant corners, that emerge above 
We=2.0. Vortex enhancement is apparent with ε=0.25 models, whilst inhibition is noted for ε=0.02 and Oldroyd models. 



  

Figure 19, CC.19 Figure 20, CC.20 

 

At a level of We=3.0, characteristic τxx-stress profiles, for the single, LPTT fluid [Figure 21, CC.21], reveal the follow-
ing: that rounded-corner  values, are one-third less than sharp-corner values; rounded-corner (ε=0.02 values) are three-
times greater than those at ε=0.25; sharp-corner (ε=0.02 values) are six-times greater than those for ε=0.25. So, τxx-
magnitude is a key indicator as to Wecrit levels-of-attainment, as sufficiently sharp and elevated gradients yield lip-
vortices. In order to summarise graphically these results, [Figure 22, CC.22], τxx-peaks are plotted against increasing We, 
which indicate that lip-vortices are observed only above τxx-level of 40. This questions the influence of sharpening the 
rounded-corner for an Oldroyd-B model, and its influence in generating lip-vortices. 

  
Figure 21, CC.21 Figure 22, CC.22 

 

Moving away from standard representation, we may consider stress patterns as a reflection of extreme vortex behaviour 
and flow structure, here taken around the salient-corner vortex region and up to the corner. The τyy-patterns for planar, 
rounded-corner (r-c) flow are shown [Figure 23, CC.23], with two models, at two ε-values, and large We-values. The 
ε=0.02 images reflect the convex and concave vortex patterns. Increase of parameter from ε=0.02 to ε=0.25, decreases 
τyy-salient by an order of magnitude (corresponding to that in the Trouton ratio). Here, the ε=0.02 model predictions con-
sistently yield large vortices. 

The CC-mode of interaction described (above walkthrough) has various advantages over linear presentation order. Of 
great importance is the ability to multiplex user-defined and pre-determined navigation, allowing transition between 
static and dynamic modes, at will. As a result, investigation at various content-depths has allowed a single MMS to ac-
commodate varying presentation needs, for multiple audience types [43]. 



 
Figure 23, CC.23 

5 MMS Expansion: role for graphs 
The complexity of this MMS fully justifies the use of graphs. This enables design validation, expandability, content re-
organisation and re-prioritisation [43]. The utilised densely-linked fluid/geometry-graph, comprising of twenty main 
nodes, is expanded to accommodate further data-additions (including fluid-fluid and geometry-geometry combinations). 
Further programming is completed in an incremental manner, so that for each new node created, links are inherited from 
previous completed nodes. This results in dramatic reduction in programming time. Providing certain conditions are met 
(for example content specification and interaction requirements are provided in advance), development timescales may 
be comparable to that for a system offering tree-based interaction. This is significant, as the functionality of the imple-
mentation is far superior to that furnished under PPT. 

Flexibility in implementation is attributed to the use of graphs, that play an essential part in system design ([17], [30]). 
They assist in identifying erroneous links, plan valid interaction at an abstract level, and define protocols for further sys-
tem development. The resulting MMS is a one-to-one representation of its associated link-graph. Re-programming is 
straightforward. MMEs enable a wide range of interface principles to be implemented. Such environments are suffi-
ciently versatile to accommodate for different presentation needs and interface requirements. A present-day drawback to 
such proposals is that ready-made solutions are unavailable. A major benefit is that new data can be accommodated, as 
system-construction is modular and allows for expansion. 

A single tree-based MMS could have been implemented, using transparent interactive-menus to access data. Such a menu 
with twenty options, each providing a link to relevant slide-sets, could have been used to develop a MM-presentation 
relatively quickly. This implementation type, although it enables data-interaction, does not fulfil the requirement for ef-
fortless and intelligent navigation, and reduces the use of full multi-media environment features. A presentation with pre-
defined routes would result, similar to those used for story-telling. It is necessary to use the knowledge gathered from the 
data-content analysis, and adapt the MMS to present circumstance. This graph-based, content-organisation approach is 
novel to rheological science studies. Here, the MMS is designed according to the data that plays a principal role in the 
system development process. The interface reflects this (as a direct representation of the underlying graph), by utilising 
appropriately designed icons and options. Multi-menus for instance, identify both current-options and further valid com-
parisons between cases using selection arrows. The same applies for miscellaneous parameters, and slide-sorters. Cus-
tomised-icons allow the scientist to concentrate on data-content and interrogation, whilst minimising system familiarisa-
tion time. 

The types of graphs used for the current system adjust across various MMS sections and for different abstraction levels. 
The slide-presentation section, initially utilised linked-lists as its basis. Subsequently, via direct slide-linking a multi-
connected graph was formed. The originally distinct main-menu structures were joined, to provide direct low-level access 
between frames. The need to access different sections through higher-level nodes (menus) was minimised. An option 
appears across the whole MMS, labelled “Return”, that allows immediate access to the starting graph-node. Slide-sorters 



may be accessed from all related sections, via buttons. These allow navigational switching between results of different 
type, or return to MB-mode from slide-sorters. 

The progressive nature of this research study has required dynamic MMS expansion capabilities. Some characteristic 
examples may include data for additional fluids, new geometry variants, or corroborative experimental data. The use of a 
data-type oriented-interface, clearly identifies the screen-areas where this additional data may be inserted. For example, a 
new geometry may be included at the top-left screen-section, to be interlinked with the geometry-graph. A new fluid-type 
may be appended to the fluid-graph structure in a similar manner. Experimental data may be inserted and accessed via 
icons alongside associated menu-options. Unassociated fresh-data may require further embellishment to the graph-
structure. Alternatively, pull-down (or pop-up) menus containing links may be employed, or new windows providing 
more complicated constructs (multi-menus).  

Complete development flexibility is offered with MMEs. This, can offer advantages and disadvantages. Poor design can 
limit the power of any MMS. In time, as the technology advances and becomes more widely available, templates will be 
created and shared amongst MMS developers. Through an object-oriented approach [15], enabling component re-use, 
distribution of these interface-constructs will result.  

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Undoubtedly, navigational difficulty factor increases with the introduction of new data into the MMS, for such an on-
going research study; see, for example, cross-referencing with [24]. Nevertheless, the MMS proves capable of direct in-
teraction for any valid data-combination, covering inclusion of fresh data of many sorts. This demonstrates the necessity 
for navigational-graphs, when complex presentation-content is introduced, demanding advanced interaction. The essen-
tial power that this approach encapsulates is demonstrated in development: adding and re-organising data is straightfor-
ward, utilising extended-connectivity to link-options. Practical development of the MMS is straightforward, and data-
operations (insertion/editing/re-organisation or deletion) are performed rapidly through MM-technology. The flexibility 
of implementation is evident. In particular, when additional data arrive, the MMS must adjust. Limitations will apply, 
mainly when fresh data arrive in separate, unrelated instances. In these situations, immediate frame-linking with existing 
directly-related frames may be employed, but more effort is required to identify other indirect-links. Automation of the 
linking process remains outstanding for the future. This will enable rapid and rigorous MMS development. Graphical 
user-interfaces may complete this process, with links represented as arcs-of-graphs, using database-organisational no-
tional relationships (one-to-one, one-to-many). 
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